Are you a proven developer in the field of MICROSOFT
TECHNOLOGIES and you get excited about the state-of-the-art
solutions?

SENIOR .NET DEVELOPER
YOUR MISSION As a Senior .NET developer, you will implements user
stories and coaches junior developers
The senior developer analyzes, implements and tests user stories in a pair
with a junior developer
› Implementation of user story in pair with junior developer (responsible
for user story)
› Perform detailed design and explain to junior developer
› Coach junior developer and follow-up on this progress/quality
› Perform quality checks (unit tests, integration tests, done tests, fix code
reviews)
› Main contact for clarifications with CH team
› Cross-support other developer pairs on specific issues
› Join daily meetings

WE OFFER Established in Vietnam since 1998 we guarantee:
› A dynamic work environment with young and motivated teams
› Attractive prospects for career and personal development through
training and coaching
› Very attractive remuneration package
› Ample opportunities to expand your knowledge and experience by
working on a broad range of exciting projects, customers and
technologies
› A flat hierarchy and a culture of collaboration across all disciplines
› The change to make a difference in people’s life by building great
software
› Modern workplace
› Travel opportunities to Switzerland

YOUR PROFILE We expect from you:
›
›
›
›

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science
4-5 years of experience in software development
Extensive knowledge of C# as well as .NET framework
Client-side technologies: TypeScript, CSS/SCSS, Bootstrap, Angular 5,
Kendo UI for Angular, npm, node. Js, Webpack, Javascript, Marma,
JQuery, Metadata Reflection API, Observable
› Server-side technologies: SQL Server Datatbase (Query, Index,
Execution plan), Ninject, AutoMapper, JSON, LINQ, Nsubsitute,
ASP.NET MVC/WebAPI/WCF, Nhiberate, Nhibernate Enver, Quartz,
log4net, SOAP Web Services
› Other skills: OOP/SOP, Analysis skill (Identifying and Structuring
problems), Sonar, Octopus, Redis Cache, Kibana/ElasticSearch, Jenkins
›

ABOUT ELCA
With nearly 1‘000 employees, ELCA Group is
one of the biggest independent Swiss IT
solutions providers and a leader in the fields of
IT business consulting, software development
& maintenance and systems integration. The
company is privately owned, with offices in
Basel, Berne, Geneva, Lausanne (HQ), Zurich,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the UK and
Vietnam. In 2017 ELCA group had an annual
revenue of over 141 million Swiss francs.
www.elca.ch / www.elca.vn

INQUIRIES Please send your application in
English (CV, photo, motivation letter, and
certificates if any) by following the link:
https://www.elca.vn/#careers

